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Rapidly growing interest in neutrino physics has
recently been stimulated by new data from facilities at
Kamiokande [1], Super-Kamiokande [2], LSND [3],
CHOOZ [4], and some others [5, 6]. These data are
indicative, directly or indirectly, of the Pontecorvo










































 is the ultrarelativistic neu-












 is the time it takes for a










The presence of vacuum oscillations means that
(i) similar to quarks, neutrinos produced in decays
or collisions have no definite mass [7] but are the super-















 eV) through definite masses
[8, 9]:
(1)
(ii) neutrinos of different generations have different




























































 axis of their momentum. There-












The Maki–Nagava–Sakata (MNS) mixing matrix 
of Dirac neutrinos [9] has the same form as the SKM
























































. Like , the
matrix  is unitary; i.e.,  = 1.
Previous analysis of experimental data [1–6] gave
the following mixing angles [8, 9, 11]
(4)





























Vˆ l Vˆ lVˆ l+
ϑ12 42.1 6.9±( )°, ϑ13 2.3 0.6±( )°,= =
ϑ23 43.6 3.1±( )°=
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Oscillations of the Dirac neutrinos of three generations in vacuum are considered with allowance made for the
effect of the CP-violating leptonic phase (analogue of the quark CP phase) in the lepton mixing matrix. The
general formulas for the probabilities of neutrino transition from one sort to another in oscillations are obtained
as functions of three mixing angles and the CP phase. It is found that the leptonic CP phase can, in principle,
be reconstructed by measuring the oscillation-averaged probabilities of neutrino transition from one sort to
another. The manifestation of the CP phase as a deviation of the probabilities of direct processes from those of
inverse processes is an effect that is practically unobservable as yet. © 2001 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
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for dl = 0 and
(5)
Here, the mean error in the mixing angles and the
masses is taken from figures and tables in [8, 9, 11],
where the CHOOZ data [4] from ground-based ne
sources were taken into account.1 
Below, we will consider the possibility of determin-
ing the leptonic CP phase dl from the data obtained in
the today and immediate-future experiments of the type
[1–6], where oscillations were not observed directly but





  nβ transitions were measured.
The action of matrix (3) on the column vector 
gives [see Eq. (1)]
i.e.,
(6)
1 Unfortunately, results (4) and (5) obtained in [8, 9, 11] using the
data reported in [1–6] are insufficiently reliable, especially those
based on the data for solar and, partly, atmospheric electron neu-
trinos ne, whose interaction with matter within the Sun or Earth
can invert their spin and transform (ne)L to the sterile, i.e., nonin-
teracting, state (ne)R. This so-called MSW effect [12] does not
occur in an analysis of the data from ground-based ne sources,
e.g., CHOOZ data [4], whose processing yields very small angles
J13 ~ 2°–3° [see Eq. (4)].
m3 0.058 0.025–( ) eV,=
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where, taking into account the dependence (2) of neu-






 being the neutrino energy in a beam, E
n
 
m3 > m2 > m1. Because the neutrino states (0) are
orthonormalized, i.e.,  = dik,2 one has for the
amplitudes Aa → b = ( na(0)) and probabilities
P(n
a





2 For the Majorana neutrinos, whose fields (0) with definite
mass are real, the requirement that fields ne, nm, and nt (6) pro-
duced in the weak interaction be real even at t = 0 would mean
that real matrix (3) is orthogonal, i.e., dl = d13 = pi or 0. This is
also true for the phases d12 and d23, which are omitted in Eqs. (3)
and (6) because they lead to vanishingly small probabilities of the
ni   transitions with amplitudes ~mn/E ~ 10–6–10–9. How-
ever, besides simplicity and aesthetics, there are no other reasons
for requiring that fields (6) be real and CP phase be zero. We intend
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Averaging these probabilities over oscillations, i.e.,
over phases jij [by setting 〈sin2jij〉 = 〈cos2jij〉 = 1/2
and 〈cos(jij – dl)〉 = 〈cosjij〉 = 0 in Eqs. (8) and (9)], we
obtain the following energy-independent probabilities,



























P nenm( )〈 〉 Aem Bem dl,cos+=
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2 2J12( ) ]sin2 ,
Bet
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8--c13 2J13( ) 2J23( ) 4J12( );sinsinsin–=
Note that the obvious relationships




) = . Using the
general formulas for oscillation probabilities from the
Appendix, we obtain the following expressions for the
differences between the probabilities of forth-back neu-
trino transitions:
(12)
where a0 = c13sin2J12sin2J13sin2J23  0.07. Unfor-
tunately, the phases jik appearing in these relationships
depend on the neutrino energy in a beam; therefore, to
determine the sindl value from Eq. (12), neutrinos na
and n
b
 should have the same energy E in an experiment.
Modern beams include only continuous-spectrum neu-
trinos, and the effect reflected in Eq. (12) vanishes after
averaging over the phases jik.
However, the CP phase can be obtained in a differ-
ent way by using Eqs. (10) and (11) and the experimen-
tal data similar to those obtained in [1–6] but having
higher accuracy in order to compensate the smallness
of angle J13. For clearness, let us introduce the coeffi-
cients bik = Bik/Aik and cik = Cik/Aik in Eqs. (10) and (11).
Because of the smallness of s13 = sinJ13  0.07, almost
all of these coefficients are very small and are on the
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Aem 0.261, bem 0.014;= =
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For this reason, the ratio of the number of produced n
m
to that of n
t
 in the primary ne beam at large distances L
(about 300–500 km) will weakly decrease with increas-
ing dl from 0 to pi:
(14)
where bem – bet  2bem  2.8% and Aem/Aet  1.04.
Therefore, if the experimentally measured ratio (14)
differs from 1.04 + 0.03 = 1.07 by more than 1–3%, this
would indicate that cosdl < 1; i.e., dl ≠ 0.
If s13 = sinJ13 > 0.07, i.e., if s13 is larger than the
value used in this work, then the CP phase will be man-
ifested more strongly. In particular, for J13 = 14°, we
have /   1.07(1 + 0.08cosdl), and the coeffi-
cient a0 in Eq. (12) is a0  0.23.
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APPENDIX
The probabilities of all neutrino transitions in vac-
uum in the Pontecorvo oscillations with allowance
made for the CP phase dl are determined by the follow-
ing general algebraic formulas:
(A1)
(A2)
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